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Welcome to MD Adams 2011
Thank you for purchasing MD Adams 2011 products. The MD Adams 2011® is motion simulation 
software for analyzing the complex behavior of mechanical assemblies. With it, you can test virtual 
prototypes and optimize designs for performance, safety, and comfort, without having to build and test 
numerous physical prototypes.
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Preface
About MSC.Software

Overview
MSC.Software Corporation is the leading global provider of virtual product development (VPD) tools, 
including simulation software and professional services. MSC.Software helps companies make money, 
save time, and reduce costs associated with designing, testing, producing, and supporting manufactured 
products.

MSC.Software works with thousands of companies worldwide, in hundreds of industries, to develop 
better products faster by using information technology, software, and services to enhance and automate 
the product design and manufacturing process. Simulating your product performance reduces 
development costs, time to market, and warranty costs. 

About Virtual Product Development and Adams
You’ve heard it before: manufacturing companies today face intense global competition, demanding 
customers, fragmented markets, increasing product complexity, compressed product cycles, price and 
profit pressures, strict regulatory and liability environments, systems integration and supply chain issues, 
skyrocketing costs of testing and physical prototyping, and on and on…

What you don’t often hear, though, is a strategy for enabling your company to improve your new product 
development process to meet these challenges. 

Whether you are delivering airplanes, automobiles, ships, biomedical devices, golf clubs or children’s 
toys to your customers, MSC.Software’s goal is to help you improve your new product development 
process, allowing you to be significantly better at your concept development, design, testing, and 
production activities through the application of VPD. 

VPD is an environment that uses an integrated combination of both simulation software technology and 
traditional techniques to design, test, manufacture, and support products. The result is that cost-effective 
designs that meet all performance, safety, durability, and reliability requirements can be brought to 
market in less time and for less cost.

Adams, as part of VPD, is focused on enhancing your ability to make better product development 
decisions, explore innovative design alternatives, and consistently get the product right. It is the world's 
most widely used mechanical system simulation software. It enables you to produce virtual prototypes, 
realistically simulating the full-motion behavior of complex mechanical systems on your computers and 
quickly analyzing multiple design variations until an optimal design is achieved. This reduces the 
number of costly physical prototypes, improves design quality, and dramatically reduces product 
development time.
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Technical Support
For help with installing or using an MSC.Software product, contact MSC technical support. Our 
technical support provides technical assistance on questions related to installation and use of the 
software. For further details please see the Technical Support Usage Guide, which is accessible via our 
support web site.

You can reach MSC technical support on the web, by telephone, or e-mail.

Web
Go to the MSC.Software web site at www.mscsoftware.com, and click on Services -> Technical 
Support. Here, you can find a wide variety of support resources including Product Updates, Discussions, 
Technical Articles, and Documentation updates.

In addition, we provide several excellent sources of online information:

• SimCompanion - Find solutions to problems in this repository of troubleshooting tips, 
examples, and frequently asked questions. To access the SimCompanion, go to:
http://simcompanion.mscsoftware.com

• VPD Community - The VPD community is where to go when you are looking for peer support, 
as well as technical expertise. Many of our consultants, developers, and technical support staff 
monitor the forums. To sign up for the forums, go to:
http://forums.mscsoftware.com

Then:
• To view the Adams discussions, select Adams.
• To view product alerts and company news and events, select MSC News.

Phone and Email
For a current list of phone numbers and language based email addresses please visit our support web site 
and click on Contact Technical Support.

Training
MSC.Software training provides comprehensive training in Virtual Product Development. We offer 
standard and customized training courses in the application of CAE tools to solve from basic to complex 
problems within any industry. We offer over 100 courses in our state-of-the-art classroom facilities and 
individual computer graphics laboratories at training centers throughout the world. All of our courses 
emphasize hands-on computer laboratory work to facilitate skills development. We are uniquely 
positioned to optimize your investment in design and simulation software tools.

http://simcompanion.mscsoftware.com
http://forums.mscsoftware.com
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Preface
Our industry experienced expert staff is available to customize our course offerings to meet your unique 
training requirements. For the most effective training, we also offer many of our courses at our 
customer's facilities.

We specialize in customized training based on our evaluation of your design and simulation processes, 
which yields courses that are geared to your business. In addition to traditional instructor-led classes, we 
also offer video courses, interactive multimedia training, web-based training, and a specialized 
instructor's program. 

Course Information and Registration
For detailed course descriptions, schedule information, and registration call the Training Specialist at 
(800) 732-7211 or visit www.mscsoftware.com.
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Internet Resources
MSC.Software (www.mscsoftware.com)
MSC.Software corporate site with information on the latest events, products and services for the 
CAD/CAE/CAM marketplace.

MSC.Software Store (store.mscsoftware.com)
store.mscsoftware.com is a virtual marketplace where clients can find engineering expertise, and 
engineers can find the goods and services they need to do their job.
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Overall Product Improvements
Some highlights of the MD Adams 2011 release include:

1. CAD Interop 
• Use better geometry faster.
• Direct import and export of CAD geometry.
• Files types supported:
• CATIA V4 and V5
• Pro/E
• SolidWorks (import only)
• UG NX
• Inventor
• ACIS, VDA, etc.

2. Run Time Clearance 
• 3D states during runtime
• Displacement
• Velocity
• Acceleration

• Rich set of solver functions
• Define solver expressions
• Kinematic states
• Solver force definitions
• Eliminate post processing bottlenecks
• Find interference quickly and fix it
• Define a host of new force types

3. Model Force Visualization 
• Flexible body post-processing of time-dependent distributed forces form MD Nastran modal 

load cases.

Other Additions
• 3rd party module updates 

• Ftire 2010-4
• OpenCRG 1.02
• MATLAB/Simulink 2010a and 2010b support

• Updated SimManager client support 
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What’s New
• Now supporting SimManager 2010 
• Manage your simulation data
• Track audit train history of model and result pedigree
• Distribute simulation across attribute teams
• Capture and leverage expertise
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What’s New
The following are highlights of additions to existing products. For Known Issues and updated Release 
Notes, look for MD Adams 2011 on the Support site

http://simcompanion.mscsoftware.com

Adams/Car
• SimManager Integration

• Road Offsets to Position and Orient Road Profiles

• 3D Spline Road Improvements

• Quasi-Statics Constraint for Dual Tires 
• Event Road and Path Visualization 
• Tilt Table Analysis Capability in Adams/Truck Plugin

• Animation Graphics

SimManager Integration
Support for connecting SimManager with Adams/View and Adams/Car in this release allows users to 
establish connection properties to their SimManager server, Log on and Log off from the server, publish 
an Adams model (.cmd or .adm) and all of its associated files (for example geometry) along with 
simulation results to the server, and to retrieve published models and results from the server. SimManager 
access is available through the File - SimManager menu entry or from the command line.

Road Offsets to Position and Orient Road Profiles
In this release road geometry can now be viewed in pre-processing and modeling phases, therefore, we 
have implemented a position and orientation tool. This tool allows the user to clearly define the road 
geometry locations for both pre-processing and analysis results. Any position or orientation combination 
can be specified, and an example of the GUI support is given below. This has proven to be most useful 
in positioning the vehicle model at a certain point on the road profile. 

In addition to the GUI support option for XML based roads, users are also able to work with traditional 
TEIM Orbit based files to define road offsets using their favorite text editor.

Note:  • SimManager access is interactive only, no batch mode access is provided. 
• Integration with SimManager requires Java Runtime Environment 1.5.0_06 or 

later, please visit http://java.sun.com/products/archive/j2se/5.0_06/index.html to 
install.

http://java.sun.com/products/archive/j2se/5.0_06/index.html
http://simcompanion.mscsoftware.com
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What’s New
Figure 1  Road Builder Interface for Offset Definition
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3D Spline Road Improvements
In this release we modified the 3D Spline normal force calculation algorithm to even more accurately 
account or changes in road normal force direction. Users will find this to be particularly valuable for road 
surfaces that involve large bank angles. 

Quasi-Statics Constraint for Dual Tires
In this release we added an additional first order differential equation that is designed to increase 
robustness for static solutions involving dual tires. This equation is designed to constrain the rotational 
velocity of both tires to be equal during quasi static simulation events. This is a feature that has been 
implemented in a manner that is transparent to the user.

Event Road and Path Visualization
In this release we enhanced the full vehicle analysis dialog boxes in Adams/Car to support visualization 
of road and path graphics and geometry prior to the submission of an analysis. Previously the commands 
to visualize the road geometry were issued during simulation events. This feature makes it easier to 
inspect both the road and path during preprocessing and modeling stages. This is most helpful when 
positioning the road relative to the vehicle model to eliminate unexpected behavior.
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Figure 2  New Buttons Added for Visualization

Tilt Table Analysis Capability in Adams/Truck Plugin
In this version of the Adams/Car-Truck Plugin we have included a tilt table analysis capability which is 
designed to help engineers determine the stability property of vehicles. The angle of inclination of the 
tilt table is increased either quasi-statically or dynamically and the simulation is terminated 
automatically (by a SENSOR) when tire vertical forces reach a user defined threshold value. This 
capability is supported for all Adams/Car full vehicle models provided that they are assembled with the 
tilt table test rig form the Truck plugin. 
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Figure 3  Dialog Box for Tilt Table Analysis Input

Animation Graphics
We have added a utility (under the "Tools" menu in the Standard Interface) which allows the user to 
quickly add graphic objects (by importing Shell .shl, Wavefront .obj, Stereolithography .stl and Parasolid 
.x_t files) for improving the visualization and animation of the simulated models.

Animation parts can be fixed to ground (environmental objects such as trees, buildings, street signs, 
landscaping, and so on.) or moving objects (other traffic participants like cars, pedestrians, and so on.). 
Animation graphics will be added to the assembly model and - optionally - to an existing analysis object 
as well.
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What’s New
Figure 4  Animation Graphics

Adams/Car Ride
• Adams2Nastran Export

• Bushing shapes for A/Car Ride frequency bushing

Adams2Nastran Export
Previously a blackbox approach was supported in A2N under name "MKB matrices export…" in the 
Adams/Car Ride GUI. In the new release we are supporting both the blackbox method and a new 
whitebox A2N approach under name "A2N Export". This feature GUI update is performed in 
Adams/Vibration however it is exposed to Adams/Car Ride Full-Vehicle Vibration Analysis.

Figure 5  A2N Menu Items
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Bushing shapes for A/Car Ride frequency bushing
Previously only cylindrical bushing shape was supported for frequency bushing. In the new release, we 
support three bushing shapes for frequency bushing in property file under [GENERAL] block: 
BUSHING_SHAPE = 1 (rectangular shape), BUSHING_SHAPE = 2 (cylindrical shape) and 
BUSHING_SHAPE = 3 (spherical shape). 

Adams/Chassis
• Template for Flexible 2 Piece Lower Control Arm (1-266998281)

• Enhanced C++ Solver Performance for Key Events in Adams/Chassis (1-285902921)

• GUI Support for Adding and Deleting Flex Bodies (1-266998281) 
• Support for Multiple VDB Translation (1-80918061)

Template for Flexible 2 Piece Lower Control Arm (1-266998281)
Adams/Chassis has been enhanced to support a more accurate representation of flexible LCA 
components in LCA suspension variants. Previously, this component was modeled as a single flexible 
part. In the new release we have given the user the modeling option to enhance the fidelity by modeling 
the LCA as front and rear lower link component. 

In order to utilize this new capability the use should add the following flexible parts to the in the flexible 
part tab: front_lower_link_left, front_lower_link_right, rear_lower_link_left and rear_lower_link_right. 
The lca_configuration construction option must be set to "2 links".
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Figure 6  Example Flexible 2 Piece Lower Control Arm

Enhanced C++ Solver Performance for Key Events in Adams/Chassis (1-285902921)
In Adams/Chassis 2011 we have made significant enhancement and modification to the C++ Solver inter 
operability with Adams/Chassis models primarily to support improved robustness and significantly 
improve performance.

The user will observe significant robustness and performance improvements in suspension events that 
utilize the Suspension Design Module (SDM) REQUEST. This is accomplished by resolution of certain 
known issues in the GTCMAT based compliance matrix and Static Vehicle Characteristics (SVC) 
calculations which were causing solver bottlenecks.

GUI Support for Adding and Deleting Flex Bodies (1-266998281)
In this release we have expanded the flexible part tab to support definition of additional flexible parts in 
the GUI. Previously the type of flexible parts were constrained to a pre-defined list of Adams/Chassis 
supported components. With the new feature the user is able to defined arbitrary flexible bodies and 
association them seamlessly with their Adams/Chassis models. New parts will require custom code to 
enable modeling of the newly added flexible bodies beyond that of graphical definition.
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Support for Multiple VDB Translation (1-80918061)
In this release, we have upgraded the model translation script to allow users to perform the update on 
more than one VDB at a time. In previous versions, it was possible at the command line to only perform 
a single translation. In order to facilitate the translation, two additional options are added to the 
translation scripts (no change is made to the previous methods - those will still work as in other versions).

mdachassis2011 -translate -old -all (Windows)
mdadams2011 –c achassis -translate -old –all (UNIX)

This option will attempt to find and translate all possible vdb's in the current working directory. Note that 
there must be at least one system file ending in "full_sys.xml". 

mdachassis2011 -translate -old system_file system_file2 system_file3 (Windows)
mdadams2011 –c achassis -translate -old system_file system_file2 system_file3 (UNIX)

This option will translate all system files specified. The syntax is the same as was used in previous 
versions, except we have added functionality to allow multiple system files to be specified in a single 
command instead of only a single system file.

Adams/Controls and Adams/Mechatronics
• Error Control for Easy 5 External System Library (ESL) States (1-287516892)

• Enhanced Easy 5 Adams Extension Component GUI (1-FDB 42936)

Error Control for Easy 5 External System Library (ESL) States (1-287516892)
Previously integrator error control was applied during solve time to states on a global basis which means 
that convergence criteria were established based on states reaching convergence criteria on an aggregated 
basis. In the new release we apply error control for each state independently if desired. Currently this 
capability is only supported for simulations including Easy 5 models and is not supported for Simulink.

The error control mechanism is derived from the Easy 5 settings and can be modified via the "ezanl" file. 
The error controls may also be scaled by a parameter which is defined by the user. 

The user selects the check box for External System Library Error Tolerance and inputs the user selected 
value this instructs Adams to use the Easy 5 values for error control which are then multiplied by this 
input value.
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What’s New
Figure 7  External System Library Error Tolerance
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Enhanced Easy 5 Adams Extension Component GUI (1-FDB 42936)

Figure 8  Enhanced Easy 5 AD Extension Component GUI
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In this release, we have enhanced the Adams Extension Component GUI for Easy5 co-simulation and 
function evaluation to both display and modify the string contents for the required .inf file. For example, 
the Adams output name is now available for modification via the GUI instead of requiring a change to 
the .inf file directly. All string values that affect the co-simulation or function evaluation simulation are 
displayed to the user. 1-FDB46987 Usability: please expose ADAMS prefix as a variable in the EASY5 
CDT.

Adams/Driveline

Maintenance release
Several bug fixes have been implemented.

Adams/Durability
• RPC-III Repeats specification (1-189713825)

RPC-III Repeats specification (1-189713825)
Added environment variable, MSC_DUR_NUM_REPEATS, so one can specify the required repeats to 
RPC III file. MSC_DUR_NUM_REPEATS=n, where n is the number of repeats desired. By default, 
number of repeats is 0.

Adams/Flex
• Maintenance release

Maintenance release
Several bug fixes have been implemented.

Adams/SmartDriver
• SmartDriver Tire Interface

SmartDriver Tire Interface
In this release we have comprehensively revised the SmartDriver tire interfacing in order to call the 
Standard Tire Interface directly from Adams/SmartDriver rather than using an indirect path which 
included SmartDriver specific implementation of tire models. This increases accuracy and reconciles 
results between both SmartDriver and Adams/Tire tire models. This also improves performance because 
speed profiles are more efficiently implemented and more accurate in vehicle limit driving due to the 
inherent accuracy of the Adams/Tire models relative to those previously implemented in SmartDriver. 
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As a part of this project we also extended the equivalent tire property file approach to FTire and all other 
tire models. This results in the ability to use an FTire equivalent property file with SmartDriver. The 
benefit is that you can drive at maximum performance with an Adams model that is equipped with FTires.

Figure 9  Example FTIRE Property File for use with SmartDriver

Adams/Solver (C++ and FORTRAN)
• Run Time Clearance - The CLEARANCE statement

Run Time Clearance - The CLEARANCE statement
The CLEARANCE statement provides the minimum distance between two or more geometries or flexes 
bodies in an Adams model at run time. The CLEARANCE statement definition is supported in 
Adams/View and several supporting functions are available in the Adams/Solver.

The clearance statement defines a measure of the distance between two or more geometries or 
FLEX_BODIES.

The results are written to the XRF results file as XYZ location on the I geometry, XYZ location on the J 
geometry, the scalar distance between the two points, the id of the I geometry, and the id of J geometry. 
For FLEX_BODIES it is possible to include or exclude a subset of nodes using the REGION and 
EXCLUDE lists.

The clearance or one of its components may be referenced in an expression using the following 1D and 
3D functions.

The data set format for the CLEARANCE statement is:

CLEARANCE/id, IGEOM=id1[,...,idn] 
              JGEOM=id2[,...,idn] 
 
 
              IFLEX=id1[,....,idn] [,IREGION=id1[,...,idn],[IEXCLUDE=c1[:...:cn]] 
              JFLEX=id2[...,idn] [,JREGION=id2[,...,idn],[JEXCLUDE=c2[:...:cn]] 

Where the following arguments are defined:
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The table of supporting functions for the CLEARANCE statement is:

IGEOM = id List of geometries id's 
JGEOM = id List of geometries id's 
IFLEX = id List of FLEX_BODY id's 
JFLEX = id List of FLEX_BODY id's 
IREGION/JREGION = 
id

List matrix id's, the matrix is the list of node id's to include or exclude and 
id of 0 includes all nodes same as not given.

IEXCLUDE/JEXCLUD
E = id

List of booleans to indicate if the nodes indicated by the matrix are to be 
included or excluded. The default is false so the nodes are included be 
default.

THRESHOLD = 
distance

If the clearance between the bounding box of each geometry is grater than 
the given THRESHOLD then the clearance between the bounding boxes is 
given. The default value is zero which will always calculate the clearance 
between the geometries.

 ACCCLEAR(cid [,l])  Relative acceleration of the I and J clearance points
 DCLEAR(cid)  Clearance distance
 IACCCLEAR(cid [,k] [,l])  X Acceleration of the I clearance point
 IACCCLEARX(cid [,k] [,l])  X Acceleration of the I clearance point
 IACCCLEARY(cid [,k] [,l])  Y Acceleration of the I clearance point
 IACCCLEARZ(cid [,k] [,l])  Z Acceleration of the I clearance point
 ICLEAR(cid)  Adams id of the I graphic/flex body used in the clearance 

calculation
 IDCLEAR(cid [,l])  Y Position of the I clearance point
 IDCLEARX(cid [,l] )  X Position of the I clearance point
 IDCLEARY(cid [,l])  Y Position of the I clearance point
 IDCLEARZ(cid [,l])  Z Position of the I clearance point
 IVCLEAR(cid [,k] [,l] )  X Velocity of the I clearance point
 IVCLEARX(cid [,k] [,l] )  X Velocity of the I clearance point
 IVCLEARY(cid [,k] [,l])  Y Velocity of the I clearance point
 IVCLEARZ(cid [,k] [,l])  Z Velocity of the I clearance point
 JACCCLEAR(cid [,k] [,l])  X Acceleration of the I clearance point
 JACCCLEARX(cid [,k] [,l])  X Acceleration of the J clearance point
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Adams/Tire
• FTire Parameters Exposed via the .adm Data Set

• Improved Tire Interface for Moving Road Simulations

• Road Offsets to Position and Orient Road Profiles

• 3D Spline Road Improvements

• Tire Data Fitting Tool Enhancements

FTire Parameters Exposed via the .adm Data Set
FTire supports a set of user defined parameters p1, p2 and so on. in the FTire property file that can be 
used in any arbitrary expression for FTire parameters. With the new release, Adams/Car supports this 
functionality by creating an array for each tire containing these parameters and which are then referenced 
by Adams/View Design Variables. These Design Variables can be used in for example, Adams/Insight to 
change FTire properties in design of experiments studies. 

 JACCCLEARY(cid [,k] [,l])  Y Acceleration of the J clearance point
 JACCCLEARZ(cid [,k] [,l])  Z Acceleration of the J clearance point
 JCLEAR(cid)  Adams id of the J graphic/flex body used in the clearance 

calculation
 JDCLEAR(cid [,l])  Y Position of the I clearance point
 JDCLEARX(cid [,l] )  X Position of the J clearance point
 JDCLEARY(cid [,l])  Y Position of the J clearance point
 JDCLEARZ(cid [,l])  Z Position of the J clearance point
 JVCLEAR(cid [,k] [,l] )  X Velocity of the I clearance point
 JVCLEARX(cid [,k] [,l] )  X Velocity of the J clearance point
 JVCLEARY(cid [,k] [,l])  Y Velocity of the J clearance point
 JVCLEARZ(cid [,k] [,l])  Z Velocity of the J clearance point
 VCLEAR(cid [,l])  Relative velocity of the I and J clearance points
 Where:
 cid  Is the Adams id of the clearance to measure
 k  The marker in whose coordinate is being calculated. Set k=0 if you 

the results to be calculated in the global coordinate system.
 l  The reference frame in which the derivative of the vector is taken. 

Set l=0 if you want the time derivative to be taken in the ground 
reference frame.
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An example tire property file (acar/shared_car_database.cdb/tires.tbl/ftire_205_55R16_doe.tir) is 
included in this release. The section [DOE_PARAM] in the FTire property file contains the parameters 
which can be used in expressions for FTire parameters as shown below:

…
$----------------------------------------------------------DOE_PARAM 
[DOE_PARAM] 
p1 = 5.0 
… 

$---------------------------------------------------DATA 
[FTIRE_DATA] 
$...static and modal data for 1st infl. Pressure first_deflection = 
p1*2 $ mm 
… 

Creating a tire in Adams/Car, the ac_tire UDE creates Adams/View Design Variables based on the 
[DOE_PARAM] section in the tire property file. For each tire, an array is created which references the 
Design Variables. This array (referenced by the 17th element of the tire input array) is passed to the FTire 
model via the Adams/Tire interface and allows changing FTire parameters from the Adams dataset. 

Example DOE array:

 

Object Name : .MDI_Demo_Vehicle.TR_Front_Tires.til_wheel.doe_array 

Object Type : Numbers ADAMS_Array 

Parent Type : ac_tire 

Adams ID : 902 

Numbers : 5.0 (.MDI_Demo_Vehicle.TR_Front_Tires.til_wheel.doe_p01) 

The design variables (for example, .MDI_Demo_Vehicle.TR_Front_Tires.til_wheel.doe_p01) can be 
used in for example, Adams/Insight to perform studies varying FTire properties.

Improved Tire Interface for Moving Road Simulations
In this release we have improved the FTire - Adams/Tire interface as now road and wheel rim states are 
calculated relative to the ground part. This change improves the accuracy of the equations of motion for 
tire models with internal masses like FTire, in particular for moving road simulations. This is relevant 
for higher frequency road inputs.

Road Offsets to Position and Orient Road Profiles
In this release road geometry can now repositioned or reoriented by defining Offsets in the road property 
file. Any position or orientation combination can be specified, which has proven to be most useful in 
positioning vehicle models at a certain point on the road profile. 
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Example of Road Offset block in an road property file:

$-------------------------------------------------------------OFFSET
[OFFSET]
 X                  =  0.0
 Y                  =  0.0
 Z                  =  0.0
 PSI                =  0.0
 THETA              =  0.0
 PHI                =  0.0

3D Spline Road Improvements
In this release we modified the 3D Spline Road normal force calculation algorithm to even more 
accurately account or changes in road normal force direction. Users will find this to be particularly 
valuable for road surfaces that involve large bank angles. 

Tire Data Fitting Tool Enhancements
The Tire Data Fitting Tool has been extended with support for TYDEX formatted tire measurement data 
files. The optimization robustness has been further improved by introducing  the 'Auto' start values 
option, which estimates optimization starting values out of the selected measurement data. The fitting for 
overturning moment has also been incorporated in this release.

Adams/Vibration
• Adams2Nastran Export

Adams2Nastran Export
Previously a blackbox approach was supported in A2N under name "MKB matrices export…" in the 
Adams/Car Ride GUI. In the new release we are supporting both the blackbox method and a new 
whitebox A2N approach under name "A2N Export". This feature GUI update is performed in 
Adams/Vibration however it is exposed to Adams/Car Ride Full-Vehicle Vibration Analysis.

Figure 10  Adams2Nastran Menu Items
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Figure 11  Adams2Nastran Export Type

Adams/View
• CAD Interoperability

• Run Time Clearance - The CLEARANCE statement

• SimManager Client Interface Support 

CAD Interoperability
The set of file types that can be imported directly into Adams/View has been extended to support several 
native CAD geometry types and formats. CAD import is accessible from the file import menu. An 
example of accessing CAD import is as follows:
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Figure 12  Example of CAD Import

In the case above a ProE file is selected in the select box, but other file types are included as well such 
as CATIA V4 and V5, Inventor and Unigraphics.

Upon import the CAD geometry is converted into a Parasolid for subsequent usage for Adams/View pre 
and post processing. Translation options specific to a CAD geometry can be used to fine tune the 
geometry import and export operations.

The Adams/View CAD translator (Interop) supports the following file formats:

• CATIA V4, CATIA V5, IGES, STEP, VDA-FS, Pro/ENGINEER (Pro/E), Parasolid (PS), 
Unigraphics (UG), Solidworks, Inventor, and ACIS.  

IMPORT format Versions Supported EXPORT format Versions Supported 
CATIA V4 CATIA 4.1.9 - CATIA 4.2.4 CATIA V4 CATIA 4.1.9 - CATIA 4.2.4
CATIA V5 R2 - R19 CATIA V5 R2 - R19
IGES Up to 5.3 IGES 5.3
Inventor 6 - 2010 to 11-2010 Inventor 6 - 2010 to 11-2010
ACIS Any version (up to ACIS R20) ACIS R18 - R20
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Run Time Clearance - The CLEARANCE statement
The Runtime clearance statement reports the minimum distance between one or more geometries and/or 
flex bodies form a list of candidate geometries that are input by the user. An example of the definition of 
a Run Time Clearance entity is given below. During solve time the solver computes the clearance 
between the entities and this is report for subsequent post processing.

Figure 13  Example of Run Time Clearance Usage

Parasolid 10 - 22 Parasolid 12 - 22
Pro/E 16 - Wildfire 4
SolidWorks 98 - 2009
STEP AP203, AP214 (Geometry Only) STEP AP203, AP214 (Geometry Only)
Unigraphics 11 to 18, NX to NX6
VDA-FS 1.0 & 2.0 VDA-FS 2.0

IMPORT format Versions Supported EXPORT format Versions Supported 

Note:  The import/export functionality using Interop needs a separate license 
(Adams_CAD_Tranlators) to function and user needs to have it for using the same.
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SimManager Client Interface Support
Support for connecting SimManager with Adams/View and Adams/Car in this release allows users to 
establish connection properties to their SimManager server, Log on and Log off from the server, publish 
an Adams model (.cmd or .adm) and all of its associated files (for example geometry) along with 
simulation results to the server, and to retrieve published models and results from the server. SimManager 
access is available through the File - SimManager menu entry or from the command line.

Note:  • SimManager access is interactive only, no batch mode access is provided. 
• Integration with SimManager requires Java Runtime Environment or later, 

please visit http://java.sun.com/products/archive/j2se/5.0_06/index.html to install.

http://java.sun.com/products/archive/j2se/5.0_06/index.html
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Starting Adams Products

Setting Preferences

Setting Your Working Directory
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Starting Adams Products
This sections described how you can start your Adams products on UNIX and on Windows.

Starting Adams Products on UNIX
The Adams Toolbar is a starting point to using Adams products on UNIX. The toolbar is shown below.

You can also use the Adams Toolbar to:

• Customize, keep track of, and organize multiple libraries of standard Adams products
• Create binaries
• Manage custom memory models and product preferences

For more information on these or other Adams Toolbar operations, see the Running and Configuring 
online help (from the Help menu in any product, select Adams Help, on the left pane, select 
Configuring Adams).

To start a product on UNIX:
1. To display the Adams Toolbar, at the command prompt, enter the command mdadamsx where x 

is the version number, for example mdadams2011.
2. Click on the tool representing the product you want to start.

Adams Toolbar tool - Right click to set up Toolbar, manage 
memory models, access online help and Technical Support 
resources and more

Product tools - Click to run product or right-click to 
configure products and create user libraries.

Hold the cursor over a tool to see the name of the associated 
product.

Note:  We recommend that you use the Adams Toolbar to start your Adams products, but 
if you want to automate certain operations, use the text-based Program Menu. For 
more information, see the Running and Configuring online help.
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Starting Adams Products on Windows
You start any Adams product from the Start menu. You can also use the Start menu to:

• Change your license type
• Generate problem reports 
• Set Adams preferences

For more information on these or other operations, see the Running and Configuring online help.

To start a product on Windows:
• From the Start menu, point to Programs, point to MSC.Software, point to MD Adams 2011, 

point to the name of the product you want to start, and then select the product type. For example, 
point to ACar, and then select Adams - Car.

Tip: Select the corresponding desktop icon for the product, if you installed it on your 
desktop. 
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Setting Preferences
This section describes how you can set preferences, such as your working directory, graphics setting, and 
memory model size.

Setting Preferences on UNIX
You use the Registry Editor from the Adams Toolbar to set a variety of preferences. For information on 
the preferences you can set, see the Running and Configuring online help.

To display the Registry Editor:
• From the Adams Toolbar, right-click any product tool, and then select Change <Product 

Name> Settings.

Setting Preferences on Windows
You use the Settings menu to modify:

• Graphics settings
• HOOPS settings
• Memory model size

To display the Settings dialog box:
• From the Start menu, point to Programs, point to MSC.Software, point to MD Adams 2011, 

and then select Adams - Settings.
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Setting Your Working Directory
During a session in a default or custom product, you can select the directory where you want to place 
your model and output files.

For Adams/View, you can set the working directory from the Welcome dialog box. 

To set your working directory:
1. From the File menu, select Select Directory.
2. In the dialog box that appears, select the working directory.
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Tool Tips

Online Help

Tutorials and Examples
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Tool Tips
Tool tips display information about the item the cursor is currently over in an Adams product. The 
following shows the tool tip that appears when you place the cursor over the link geometry tool.

To display tool tips:
• Move the cursor over the item in the interface on which you’d like information.

A brief description of the item appears.

Tool
Tip
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Online Help
To help you use the Adams products, MSC.Software provides online help (HTML format). To view the 
online help and tutorials, you can use your default Web browser. An example of online help is shown 
below

Products grouped
by package

Search for documentation
across entire Help system

Bookmark topics of
interest

Navigate to next
topic or previous
topic

Automatic sync to
show the current
topic in TOC

All Products
Help Button
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Versions of Web Browsers
For the Adams Help system, all you need is a Windows, Macintosh, or UNIX computer running a fairly 
new browser with JavaScript enabled. If JavaScript is not enabled, then the Help set will not display in 
its entirety. You also need to have appropriate Acrobat reader to view PDF files from online help system. 
We recommend that you view the online help using one of the following browsers:

• Internet Explorer 5.x or 6.x 
• Netscape Navigator 7.x or 8.x 
• Mozilla/Firefox 2.x or 3.x
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Accessing the Online Help
You can view help for a dialog box, a product, or for all Adams products. The figure below shows the 
help for all Adams products, called the integrated master site. You can use this site to view any product’s 
help and search across all product help. You can also access release notes for all products, and view the 
documents in Adobe Reader. 

Use to view PDF Print

View topics 
for any 
product help
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To get help on a dialog box:
1. Click in the dialog box for which you need help.
2. Press F1.

Adams launches a browser window that contains information about the dialog box. 

To get general help on your product:
• From your product’s Help menu, select Product Name Help (where Product Name is the name 

of your Adams product).
Adams launches a browser window that contains the starting point for your product’s online 
help.

To get help on another Adams product:
• Perform one of the following:

• If you’re in an Adams product, from its Help menu, select Adams Help.
• If you’re in the help for an Adams product, use the “All Products Help” button ( )to get to 

main help system. 
Your default browser starts and displays the master site for Adams online help.

To open the Adams online help from the Adams Toolbar:
• Right-click the Adams Toolbar tool, and then select Online Help.

Your default browser starts and displays the master site for Adams online help.

To open the Adams online help from the Start Menu:
• From the Start menu, point to Programs, point to MSC.Software, point to MD Adams 2011, 

and then select Adams - Online Help.
Your default browser starts and displays the master site for Adams online help.
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Navigating through the Help
You navigate through the Adams help system as you do through any help system, selecting topics in the 
pane on the left. In addition, we’ve provided:

• Navigation arrows  at the top of the pane to let you scroll through topics one at a 
time. 

• Automatic sync  to show you where your current topic is in the table of contents (TOC). 

This is very helpful if you, for example, search for a topic and want to know if there are more 
topics on the subject. It shows you where the topic is in the TOC, allowing you to see whether or 
not there are more topics with it. 
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Searching
You can search all the help files in HTML format for a particular product or all Adams products. 

If you are in a product specific help
1. Open the online help for your product.

2. Press Search button at the top of the help window, enter the search text, and then 
press the Go button .

The results appear in the pane on the left, replacing the table of contents.
3. Click the topic you want to view.

If you are in Adams help system
1. Press search button at the top of help window, which will give an option to search All Available 

products or A single product.
2. Enter the search text and follow Steps 2 and 3 above

Printing

To print a file:

• In the help system you can select the Print button . to print the topic that you are viewing

• You can select the PDF button . to see the entire PDF file pertaining to the topic and print 

the file like a regular PDF file. Notice that some of the images in PDF file may be cropped.

Index
The Index tab displays an alphabetical list of keywords associated with help topics. To view index entries, 
you can select a letter group to display the entries for that group. When you click on an index entry, the 
related topic will display in the topic frame. You can select Indexes in a product specific help or in the 
main help system.
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Tutorials and Examples
Adams products have a set of tutorials or getting started guides that step you through examples of using 
the product’s features, as well as introduce the basic concepts of the product. The getting started guides 
are online. In addition, many of the products have examples of its features that are stored in Knowledge 
Base Articles. 

You will find links to all the tutorials and examples for a product under its Examples tab.

To access the tutorials and examples:
• From the online help for a product, from the pane on the left, select Examples. 
• From the online help, from the left pane, select Getting Started and select the product that you 

are interested in.

Adams/View Examples

Getting Started Guides
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Support for Easy5 and MATLAB

Supported Versions of Integration Products
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Support for Easy5 and MATLAB

Easy5
This release of Adams/Controls is certified to run with Easy5 2010. Easy5 version support is subject to 
change. For the latest information, see Supported Versions of Integration Products here:
http://simcompanion.mscsoftware.com/infocenter/index?page=content&id=DOC9280.

MATLAB
The supported versions of MATLAB are R2009b, R2010a and R2010b. For further information 
regarding platform support for Adams/Controls, see Technical Article KB8019708 
(http://simcompanion.mscsoftware.com/infocenter/index?page=content&id=KB8019708). For more 
information on MATLAB platforms and compatibility, see:

http://www.mathworks.com/support 

Note:  If you want to co-simulate with Easy5 or MATLAB and you are running Adams/Controls 
on one of the platforms that Easy5 or MATLAB does not support, you should consider 
using TCP/IP communication. This allows Adams/Controls to communicate with Easy5 or 
MATLAB even though the codes are running on different platforms.

http://simcompanion.mscsoftware.com/infocenter/index?page=content&id=DOC9280
http://simcompanion.mscsoftware.com/infocenter/index?page=content&id=KB8019708
http://simcompanion.mscsoftware.com/infocenter/index?page=content&id=KB8019708
http://simcompanion.mscsoftware.com/infocenter/index?page=content&id=KB8019708
http://www.mathworks.com/support/sysreq/release14sp3/unix.html
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Supported Versions of Integration Products

Company Product Name Product Version
Adams 
Product Platform

The Mathwoks, 
Inc.

MATLAB R2010b
MATLAB
Simulink
Real-Time 
Workshop

Version 7.11
Version 7.6
Version 7.6

Adams/Controls

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5 x64
Windows Server 2003 
Windows Vista Enterprise 
Windows XP Professional 
Windows Server 2003 x64 
Windows Vista Enterprise x64
Windows XP Professional x64
Windows 7
Windows 7 x64

The Mathwoks, 
Inc.

MATLAB R2010a
MATLAB
Simulink
Real-Time 
Workshop

Version 7.10
Version 7.5
Version 7.5

Adams/Controls

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5 x64
Windows Server 2003 
Windows Vista Enterprise 
Windows XP Professional 
Windows Server 2003 x64 
Windows Vista Enterprise x64
Windows XP Professional x64 
Windows 7
Windows 7 x64

The Mathwoks, 
Inc.

MATLAB R2009b
MATLAB
Simulink
Real-Time 
Workshop

Version 7.9
Version 7.4
Version 7.4

Adams/Controls

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 4
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 4 x64
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5 x64
Suse Linux Enterprise Server 10

SP2 x 64
Sun Solaris 10 (64-bit co-sim

only)
Windows Server 2003 
Windows Vista Enterprise 
Windows XP Professional 
Windows Server 2003 x64 
Windows Vista Enterprise x64
Windows XP Professional x64 
Windows 7
Windows 7 x64
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MSC.Software 
Corporation

Easy5 2010 Adams/Controls
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 4
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 4 x64
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5 x64
Suse Linux Enterprise Server 10

SP2 x 64
Sun Solaris 10
Windows Server 2003
Windows Vista Enterprise
Windows XP Professional
Windows Server 2003 x64
Windows Vista Enterprise x64
Windows XP Professional x64
Windows 7
Windows 7 x64

MSC.Software 
Corporation

MD Nastran R1 and above Adams/Car Ride

Adams/Vibration

UNIX and Windows

MSC.Software 
Corporation

MSC.Nastran V69.X and above Adams/Durability

Adams/Flex

UNIX and Windows

MSC.Software 
Corporation

Marc 2005 and above

2003 and above

Adams/Durability

Adams/Flex

UNIX and Windows

MSC.Software 
Corporation

Fatigue 2001 and above Adams/Durability UNIX and Windows

nCode FE-Fatigue Version 5.2 and above Adams/Durability UNIX and Windows
ANSYS, Inc. ANSYS V6.0 and above 

V5.4 and above 

Adams/Durability

Adams/Flex

UNIX and Windows

Hibbitt, 
Karlsson & 
Sorensen, Inc. 
(HKS) 

ABAQUS/ADAMS Version 6.3 and above 

Version 6.1-1 and 
above 

Adams/Durability

Adams/Flex

UNIX and Windows

UGS PLM 
Solutions

I-DEAS Mechanism 
Design

I-DEAS NX 10 and 
above

I-DEAS 8, 9, NX 10 
and above

Adams/Durability

Adams/Flex

UNIX and Windows

Company Product Name Product Version
Adams 
Product Platform
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Printing online help, 38

S
Scrolling through help, 37
Searching

online help, 38
Setting

Working Directory, 29
Starting
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Starting Adams, 26

V
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